302            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
who may be trying to control their irritability, though he
may not be thinking of them at all.
Every time he sends out a wave of anger, he tends
to arouse a similar vibration in another if it did not pre-
viously exist in that latter, or to intensify it if it be already
present.
Thus he makes his brother's work of self-develop-
ment harder for him, though simply by controlling his
emotions and radiating soothing vibrations he can greatly
help that brother on his way. In this way we realise our
responsibility for even a single impure or evil thought
which may spread as moral contagion among our fellow-
men. There are thousands of persons with latent germs of
evil which may atrophy and die for want of nutrition; but
if we yield to an unholy thought, its radiating vibrations
may awaken the latent germs of evil in some man and
cause them to grow into activity, starting that soul in a
downward course of evil actions which, in their turn, may
in future seriously affect thousands of other men. Happily
this is also true of good thought, and a man by his
thoughts can become a veritable sun radiating love, calm
and peace all around him, and this magnificent power is
within the reach of all, rich and poor alike.
Q. But what should a man do who cannot control his
thought or passions and who, though he has often tried to
do so, has constantly failed ?
Ans. We should look at the problem scientifically. If
an evil quality or habit has a certain amount of strength,
it is because we have not tried to repress that strength^
but have allowed it to accumulate and gather a mo-
mentum which makes it difficult now to deal with it. It
means we have made it easy for ourselves to move along
certain lines and difficult, though not impossible, to move

